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BRAND GUIDE 

 

We are beyond excited to partner with you to stimulate new retail partnerships for your incredible 

product line. You love it. We love it. And we can’t wait for others to fall in love with it as well! MIA BELL 

BRANDS operates both like an internal sales team and an outside sales force. Unlike your average sales 

rep or rep house, we have a much more disciplined and mindful approach to sales. When the sales 

process is done in a thoughtful manner people take notice. We believe that smart targeting, thorough 

retailer pre-qualification, genuine trust and unfaltering retailer support builds meaningful and profitable 

retail partnerships. Drilled down, business is about nurturing strong relationships and keeping them. As 

your sales team we are your arms, ears and eyes into the marketplace. And we are much more than just 

sales reps, we are people who genuinely want to see your brand THRIVE. It’s an absolute honor to form 

part of your operation and family! 

A. Communication 

As a result of our work being very active in phone, email and personal interactions, it’s imperative that 

the Brand be willing and fully prepared to handle an influx of wholesale communication. Here is a brief 

example of the types of topics that we’ll need real time assistance with: 

 Retailer Sample Requests  

 Order status & tracking info 

 Product RTV’s (Returns/Replacements) 

 Rep carstock replenishment & shipment 

 Trainings + materials 

 Special event scheduling 

 Invoice requests 

 OOS (Out of Stock)/Back Order notices 

 Promotions + sell through support approval 

 Retailer special requests 

 Rep or retailer questions 

 Retail Account setup….and more 

1A. Designated Contact Person 
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Brand needs to have a designated internal person for MIA BELL BRANDs CEO, Brand Coordinator, Sales 

Assistant and PR+ Social Media Coordinator to contact for all wholesale needs and support. This person 

will be critical in keeping the sales team up to date on the product line and assuring that the Brand is 

fulfilling all requests in a timely manner. Please list this person’s name and contact information on the 

BRAND RECORD sheet found on page X. Should the Brand’s internal wholesale contact change, please 

immediately notify MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator.  

2A. Notice of Back Orders, OOS (Out of Stock), Fulfillment Delays and Partial Shipments. 

It’s not just your products that will impress your retailers- it’s how you conduct business. Part of what 

cements retailer loyalty in wholesale is the simple act of letting people know what’s going on. Accurate 

and timely communication is vital. It is crucial to give us same day notice as inventory levels drop, back 

orders happen or if there are foreseeable delays with completing retailer orders and give a solid time 

line of when issues will be resolved. We’ll commit to communicating this to the affected retailer(s) so 

they can accommodate as necessary. Retailers tend to tie expected order arrival dates with promotions, 

launch initiatives or marketing/ad campaigns. They would also need to communicate any delays to their 

awaiting distribution centers. There are many moving parts that require our open and timely 

communication.  

3A. Forward USPS/Fedex/UPS tracking information for all POs & retailer sample requests.   

Corporate and independent retail buyers ask us for status updates and tracking numbers for their POs. 

They love your product and can’t wait to get it in! Please provide tracking info for all POs to MIA BELL’S 

Brand Coordinator. We’ll pass this along to the appropriate buying or receiving contact. The same goes 

for requested retailer samples. Retail buyers come in contact with hundreds of people daily and receive 

just as many packages. It can all blur together. Brands are easily forgotten! Help your Brand stand out by 

doing what others fail to do: tell them when it’s getting there! Provide MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator 

with tracking info and an expected date of arrival. Knowing when product samples are going to arrive at 

a buyers desk helps us follow up with just the “perfect timing”.  

4A. Incomplete Payment/Past Due Invoices 

Please notify MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator of any orders being held due to incomplete or declined 

credit card information. Valid information will promptly be collected from the retailer to continue 

processing. Should an MB serviced retailer have a past due invoice and Brand’s Accounting Dept is 

having trouble reaching the appropriate accounts receivable contact please notify MIA BELL’S Brand 

Coordinator. We’re happy to assist with getting that settled! 

5A. Submit A Written Copy of Brand’s Preferred Order Entry Protocol 

If Brand has their preferred way or system for receiving an order, submit your complete step by step 

written protocol to MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator including secure backend login & password (if 

applicable). This helps us submit all POs in the format that meets Brand’s standards. If Brand does not 
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have a specific protocol in place we will default to the MIA BELL BRANDS order submission protocol. A 

copy of it will be provided to you in that case.   

6A. Submit Written Copy of Brand’s Returns/Damaged Product Policy & Procedure 

Let us know you’d like us to handle any retailer RTVs (returns/damages). Does the Brand issue credit? Or 

does the Brand issue replacements rather than credit? Does the Brand want damaged product 

returned? If so, what is that procedure? Are there time limitations to RTV requests from retailers? 

Please provide a written copy of your Returns/Damaged Product Policy & Procedure to MIA BELL’S 

Brand Coordinator.  

 

7A. Monthly Check in Meeting with MIA BELL CEO 

During the second week of the month, Brand’s designated Wholesale Contact Person needs to be 

available to meet with MIA BELL CEO to discuss sales progress, state of the market, health of current 

accounts, approaching deadlines and other relevant matters. While we will be in communication 

regularly, having a set monthly strategy call helps all of us stay on track with goals and initiatives as well 

as work through any market obstacles. MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator will reach out with available time 

slots.  

8A. Out of Office or Vacation Notices 

Should our designated Brand Wholesale Contact foresee an upcoming out of office or personal vacation 

period, please preemptively notify MIA BELL’S CEO of those specific dates.  During that person’s 

absence, an alternate Brand Wholesale Contact needs to be appointed to help us ensure that sales 

support and order fulfillment continues as scheduled. Out of office or personal vacation periods for MIA 

BELL CEO and other key personnel will also be shared ahead of time with the Brand.  

B. Order Processing and Fulfillment 

Another vital component of building successful & profitable relationships with retail partners is being 

able to process and fulfill orders with timeliness and accuracy. This will place you head and shoulders 

above other brands that are also vying for market share. Together, let’s show your retail partners that 

they made a winning decision by investing in your product line and sales team!   

1B. Order Submission Protocol & Procedure 

Brand should have a fast & efficient way of taking in and acknowledging orders from their MIA BELL 

sales team. This written protocol needs to be forwarded to MIA BELL’S Brand Coordinator to ensure that 

we are submitting POs in the format Brand requires for prompt and accurate fulfillment (see Section 

5A). The ideal order intake process should flow with minimal back & forth questioning between the rep 

and the retailer.  
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Here is an example: 

Order submitted to MIA BELL Rep  MIA BELL Brand Coordinator sends order in to Brand Wholesale 

Contact for processing  Brand bills retailer CC# kept on file at Brand HQ or issues NET Terms  Brand 

packs order  Brand ships order  Brand provides MIA BELL Brand Coordinator Tracking info for order 

 MIA BELL Rep forwards tracking details to retailer.  

2B. Credit Card & NET TERMS 

As a professional company and brand, you must have the capability to bill retailer credit cards. This 

allows the Brand to have the automatic funds needed to produce & fulfill orders. Billing independent 

retailers via services like Paypal, Square or Stripe is not an industry norm and can create a delay in 

getting those orders in.  You can probably imagine the different ways things can go wrong here (for 

example: “I didn’t get the link”).  Please ensure that you can bill credit cards and keep that information 

on file for recurring orders (see Section 3B.) 

 It is standard for corporate, larger retailers to ask for NET TERMS. NET 30 is most common. The Brand 

needs to be able to be able to take on NET TERMS, manage that billing cycle and swiftly invoice retailers 

accounting department when payment is due. Independent retailers may also ask for NET TERMS. At 

that point, the Brand can ask to receive any necessary credentials (ex: Retailer’s credit sheet) and decide 

whether to approve NET TERMS or not.  

3B. Retailer Credit Cards & Billing Details On File 

As an intermediary, MIA BELL BRANDS HQ and sales reps do not keep retailer credit card numbers or 

confidential billing information on file. It is the responsibility of the brand to keep this information 

secure and on hand to promptly charge wholesale orders.  

4B. Printed Pack Slips & Copies of Invoices 

All orders must have an official (branded) printed itemized packing slip included with shipped product. 

Retailers use this important piece of paper to ensure that their order is complete upon receipt. They 

check that prices match their records. This paper also allows shop employees to quickly price and put 

product on the shelf. Printed pack slips are also critical for receiving your shipment at retailer 

distribution centers. Without that pack slip, it makes it difficult (and quite troublesome) for our retail 

buying contact to track down that shipment at a distribution center- which can house hundreds of 

thousands of products! Depending on the retailer, a penalty fee can be billed back to the Brand if a pack 

slip is not with the shipment. In addition, it’s quite common for a retailer to request a digital copy of 

their order invoice. We’ll reach out to our Brand Wholesale Contact in such cases.  

5B. Order Fulfillment & Shipment Turnaround 

Retailers- independent to mass- absolutely expect prompt fulfillment of their orders. They love your 

product and they want to sell it right away! Larger companies can process, pack, ship and deliver an 
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order within 7-10 business days. Indie brands are also held to this standard, no matter your size. It’s 

important for the Brand to have structured & scalable fulfillment processes and systems that will allow 

you to meet the 7-10 business day timeline. Of course, delays can happen due to back orders and such. 

In that case it’s important for our Brand Wholesale Contact to quickly let us know so that we can 

manage the retailer’s expectations (refer to Section. 2A). 

 Start Ship & Cancel Dates – corporate & mass retailers commonly set shipping deadlines on 

orders. You will see a Start Ship date and a Cancel Date on the PO. The Start Ship Date is the 

earliest date the order can ship out. The Cancel Date is the very LAST day the order can arrive at 

their warehouse or distribution center. If an order doesn’t arrive by the listed Cancel Date, the 

retailer can (and they have!) assess a penalty discount or refuse to accept the order all together 

and cancel the PO. Please ensure that we are fulfilling within those set windows. 

6B. Forwarding of Wholesale Inquiries in MB covered territories.  

The saying “the early bird catches the worm” is very much true in sales. It is statistically proven that 

inquiries that are responded to within 24 hours or less are more likely to convert. Please help us uphold 

a high level of customer service by forwarding qualified wholesale inquiries to MIA BELL’s CEO within 12 

hours of receipt. This allows the corresponding MB Rep to promptly follow up on that wholesale inquiry 

within the remaining 12 hour window.  

7B. We are absolutely crazy in love with our work. However, as much as we work hard we also like to 

enjoy the heck out of our families. Please note MIA BELL HQ’s hours of operation: 

 Monday- Friday : 8am to 4pm Pacific. Closed on major holidays.  

Should there be an immediate and urgent matter that you require assistance with outside of our hours 

of operation please do contact MIA BELL’s Brand Coordinator. Otherwise all other matters will be 

promptly addressed the next business day. 

 

 

C. Retailer Support 

1C. All Brand personnel involved in wholesale, including the designated Wholesale Contact, need to 

have completed the How To Stimulate Reorders and Keep Retailers Loving Your Brand video training.  

Your certificate of completion for this training will be kept on file with your BRAND RECORD.  

2C. All retailer opening orders need to contain: 

 Purchased product 

 Printed packing slip/invoice 

 Shelf testers* (when applicable) 

 Staff training materials (printed catalog, extra brochures)* 
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 Pre-arranged staff gratis* (when applicable) 

 Supply of customer samples* (when applicable) 

*not to include in Distributor Center (DC) bound shipments.  

3C. For any company and sales team, having opening orders in hand is absolutely thrilling! It’s something 

to really celebrate. However, “just getting in” is not quite enough to stay alive in the marketplace. 

Strong, resilient and driven brands all know that the key to growth is in the repeat business from their 

retail partners.  Drilled down, business is about nurturing strong relationships and keeping them.  Please 

help your MIA BELL reps in supporting and maintaining our retail doors profitable and happy. The many 

methods for retail support are all covered in your How To Stimulate Reorders and Keep Retailers 

Loving Your Brand video training but here is a shortened list of the common types of sell through 

support: 

 Brand centered in-store events 

 Ongoing retail staff trainings 

 Accurate & timely order fulfillment 

 Regular retailer visits or check ins 

 Promotions, GWPs, SPIFFS , Contests, Ads 

 Sharing all brand PR hits or news 

 New Product launch pre-orders 

 Access to current professional product and lifestyle images 

 Providing staff gratis 

 Listing retailers on your website 

 Printed marketing materials & samples for retail clients… 

Your MB sales reps are your eyes and ears and physical bodies in the marketplace and will be actively 

reporting on the health of our retail doors.  

4C. It’s standard for retailers to ask their brands for physical support in store. Whether it’s an 

anniversary event, seasonal party, open house, brand launch or product demo the Brand should be open 

to having a representative man those events on its behalf. It shows that the brand cares about selling 

through and maintaining a strong relationship. All events will be brought to the attention of the Brand 

for pre-approval. If Brand approves of having the local MB sales rep work the event, the Brand will 

honor the hourly event pay of $20/hr. Should a Brand approved event call for travel outside an MB Sales 

Reps local territory, the Brand will then cover travel expenses as predetermined.  

 Required Sales & Marketing Tools 

Just like you would personally require a stock of fresh samples, accurate info materials and attractive 

marketing tools to approach retailers for your product, your MIA BELL sales reps do too.  Our success 

rests on your ability to consistently provide and replenish the physical materials, samples and tools that 
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will allow each sales rep in their assigned major city to actively pursue retailers on your behalf. Much of 

what is listed below not only serves to introduce the brand to a retailer, these materials can also serve 

as ongoing product education tools for retail staff.  

1D. Live Product Samples (Carstock) for each MB sales rep working your Brand.  Carstock is the name 

we give to Brand product samples that MB Reps (your outside sales force) can use to personally 

approach retailers within their assigned territories. Sample requests for retail prospects outside of 

covered MB territories (vetted by MB inside sales force) will still need to be shipped out directly by the 

brand. Carstock is an ongoing, fresh supply of aprox 20 pcs of each of your best-selling or hero products 

in the line with expiration dates. A specific list of these items will be created by the Brand and MIA BELL 

CEO. All sales rep carstock is to be shipped to MIA BELL BRANDS Headquarters. Once it arrives, we will 

distribute it to sales reps as needed. This carstock list will be updated as needed and kept with your 

BRAND RECORD.  

2D. Printed Product Catalogs and/or Line Sheets for each MB sales rep. A digital version must be 

provided to the MIA BELL BRAND COORDINATOR. Product Catalog must also be shareable through a 

viewable online link via ISSUU.COM.  Printed materials are to be shipped to MIA BELL BRANDS 

Headquarters. Once they arrive, we will distribute them to sales reps as needed. 

3D. Current Wholesale Price Lists (Order Form) for sales reps. A digital version must also be provided to 

the MIA BELL BRAND COORDINATOR. Please provide this document each time it is updated with new 

information or products.  

4D. Printed Company Backgrounder Sheets (About The Brand) for each MB sales rep. A digital version 

must be provided to the MIA BELL BRAND COORDINATOR. Printed materials are to be shipped to MIA 

BELL BRANDS Headquarters. Once they arrive, we will distribute them to sales reps as needed. 

5D. Printed Press (Testimonial) Sheets for each MB sales rep. A digital version must be provided to the 

MIA BELL BRAND COORDINATOR. Printed materials are to be shipped to MIA BELL BRANDS 

Headquarters. Once they arrive, we will distribute them to sales reps as needed. 

6D. If available, please provide a supply of all other printed Brand marketing materials for each MB Sales 

Rep. A digital version (if available) must be provided to the MIA BELL BRAND COORDINATOR. Printed 

materials are to be shipped to MIA BELL BRANDS Headquarters. Once they arrive, we will distribute 

them to sales reps as needed. 

7D. Give reps access to Brand’s professional, high res product images (on white background) through a 

shareable cloud platform (ex: dropbox, google drive). Many retailers ask for brand approved images to 

start marketing the product line on newsletters, in-store signage, website, blog and social media. This 

allows the reps to provide what they need in a jiff.  
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8D. Give reps access to Brand’s, high res lifestyle images through a shareable cloud platform (ex: 

dropbox, google drive.  This is another item that retailers commonly ask for to start marketing the 

brand in different ways. This allows the reps to provide what they need stat.  

9D. Promptly forward new Press mentions or features to MIA BELL CEO. This is an important tool to 

leverage in sales. It let’s each rep have a “non-salesy” reason to communicate with their assigned retail 

accounts. Retailers of course would love to share it online! It gives more wow factor to sales pitches. 

And it also gives the sales team another reason to follow up with prospects that are in the pipeline. So, 

don’t hold on to those press mentions! 

 

 Sales Development 

1E. Immediately after onboarding, the Brand will work with MIA BELL BRANDS CEO to coordinate and 

schedule a full product line training with all MB sales reps. Training(s) will be recorded for sales team 

refresher as needed.  Determined rep carstock and printed marketing materials (refer to Section D) must 

be shipped to MIA BELL BRANDS Headquarters no later than 3 days after Brand training. Once they 

arrive, we will distribute these to sales reps to begin working their assigned territories.  

2E. Brand must also have completed their BRAND CHEAT SHEET and returned the copy to MIA BELL’s 

Brand Coordinator 3 days after all rep product training.  

3E. When launching a new product, Brand will work with MIA BELL BRANDS CEO to schedule a training 

with all MB sales reps. Training(s) will be recorded for sales team refreshers as needed.  

4E. Product Development Calendar.  It’s important for the Brand to develop, create and launch new 

products following the standard industry calendar: 

 July/August ->  Brand’s Fall/Holiday offerings or collections start being reviewed by buyers 

 December-> New Year & Valentine’s Day offerings or collections start being reviewed by buyers 

 February-> Brand’s Spring offerings or collections start being reviewed by buyers 

 April-> Brand’s Summer offerings or collections start being reviewed by buyers 

Launching new products in sync with the industry calendar allows the Brand to be on cycle with 

Press/Magazine submissions. It gives your retailers time to plan on including you in their upcoming 

seasonal buy-ins because they already know ahead of time what you’ll be offering and what the new 

launches will look like.  This also encourages pre-orders of upcoming seasonal collections.  And lastly, it 

gives your MB sales reps different reasons to stay in touch with retailers who have yet to make a buying 

commitment.  

5E. Plan to Scale. Growth will come! And the Brand should have a tentative plan of action to scale its 

current operation in order to support sales.  The plan can include things like where to get more 
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packaging supplies, product labels, ingredients, shipping supplies, printed sales and marketing materials, 

business tools and additional hired staff if necessary.  

F. Payment Schedule 

MIA BELL will submit an official Commission Report to the Brand on the 1st of the month listing the total 

commissions due for all retailer opening orders and reorders that the MIA BELL has recorded as being 

processed and charged by the Brand the previous month. For example, on June 1st, we would send you 

the Commission Report due for May’s orders. MIA BELL’s monthly retainer fee will also be reflected in 

the Commission Report.  Once the Commission Report has been submitted to and checked for accuracy 

by the Brand, said commissions + monthly retainer fee are due in full by the 10th of the month.  Payment 

can be made by check (preferred) or paid online through Paypal or Square.  

Below is our agreed upon commission structure and fees (see copy of Sales Representation Contract): 

 Commission percentage if Brand is paying by mailed check: 

Commission –

Opening Orders 

Commission- 

Reorders 

Commission- 

Distributor Orders 

Monthly Retainer 

Fee 

20% 20% 5% $300 

  

 

 Commission percentage if Brand is paying online by Paypal or Square: 

Commission –

Opening Orders 

Commission- 

Reorders 

Commission- 

Distributor Orders 

Monthly Retainer 

Fee 

23% 23% 8% $309 

  

If paying by check, please mail to: 

Attn: MIA BELL 

7451 SE 70th Avenue.  

Portland, Oregon 97206 

In the event that Brand’s check does not clear, a $35 non-sufficient funds fee will be applied to the 

Brand’s outstanding balance.  
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If payment is 5 or more days late, Brand will incur an additional 5% late fee on their next month’s 

commission statement and payment. In addition, MIA BELL sales activity for the Brand goes on HOLD 

until Brand has paid outstanding balance due in full and is once again in good financial standing. A 

second instance of late payment is a breach of contract and is grounds for MIA BELL to terminate 

representation agreement.  

G. Contract Suspension or Termination 

Term of agreement between Brand and MIA BELL is for 1 year unless either party decides to terminate 

the working relationship by giving 30 days written notice to the other party. Upon termination, MIA BELL 

is entitled to the retainer fee due and commission rate on all retail orders solicited prior to the effective 

date of termination, regardless of when Brand accepts, invoices or ships such orders. No termination is 

effective unless the terminating party is current in its financial obligation to the other.  

1G. Transition. In the event of termination, MIA BELL BRANDS and reps will work within the allotted 30 

day period to open the retail doors it has in the pipeline. In addition, MIA BELL BRANDS will take the 

time to make formal introductions between current account buying contacts and designated Brand 

Wholesale Contact. This is to help those buying contacts know who will be able to assist them and 

service their account once MIA BELL transitions out.  

2G. Return of materials. At the request and expense of the Brand, any remaining unused carstock and 

printed sales & marketing materials in possession of MIA BELL BRANDS and sales reps can be returned. 

MIA BELL’s Brand Coordinator will give Brand a detailed count of returnable carstock inventory still left 

as MIA BELL HQ and with each MB Rep. Brand will then issue return ship labels (call tags) for all reps and 

MIA BELL HQ to ship product back to Brand.  


